Respiratory input impedance up to 256 Hz in healthy humans breathing foreign gases.
Currently available data concerning respiratory input impedance (Zrs) at frequencies up to 300 Hz indicate that Zrs is determined mainly by the airways and, in particular, the gas compressibility in the airways and the airway wall compliance. Hence, measurements of Zrs when breathing gases with different physical properties would be useful in investigating airway mechanics and the role of acoustic propagation. Zrs measured with a standard generator (Zst) and corrected for the upper airway shunt (Zrs*) were measured in nine healthy subjects breathing air or a gas mixture consisting of 20% O2 and 80% He or SF6. The frequency band was extended up to 256 Hz for air and He-O2 and up to 128 Hz for SF6-O2. Zrs exhibited a similar pattern for the three gases, with a shift toward low frequencies as the gas density increased. Moreover, the resonance peaks tended to be narrower and higher as the gas density increased. The second frequency of resonance for He-O2, air, and SF6-O2 were 220, 180, and 50 Hz, respectively, for Zrs* and were systematically higher for Zst. Zrs* and Zst data were interpreted in terms of a tricompartmental model that partitioned the airways into two segments: a central one featuring the acoustic propagation in the airways and a peripheral one that included bronchial wall elasticity (Farré et al. J. Appl. Physiol. 67: 1973-1981, 1989). The model was able to interpret the gas dependence of Zrs* but not that of Zst. The influence of the gas physical properties on both Zrs* and Zst confirms that total Zrs at high frequencies is basically that of the airways and that the second resonance is related mainly to the gas compressibility in the airways.